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Torn between doing what her country orders and what her heart demands, Miko Nishimura discovers love can
bloom even in the most unlikely places and circumstances.
After a tragedy almost too painful to bear, Lily Albrecht feels herself lost, adrift and resigned to her
quiet life as a rare book dealer. Until she gets a lead on The Book of the Most Precious Substance, a
17th century manual rumoured to be the most powerful occult book ever written, if it really exists at
all. With some of the wealthiest people in the world willing to pay Lily a fortune to find it, she
embarks on a journey from New York to New Orleans to Munich to Paris. But will Lily's quest help her
find some answers, or will she lose everything searching for a ghost?
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and
begin killing bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on
the scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing
reinforcements. As war breaks out across England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on
Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first fictional accounts of
extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in book form
in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
Primarily of the bildungsroman genre, Jane Eyre follows the emotions and experiences of its title
character, including her growth to adulthood, and her love for Mr. Rochester, the byronic master of
fictitious Thornfield Hall. In its internalisation of the action--the focus is on the gradual unfolding
of Jane's moral and spiritual sensibility, and all the events are coloured by a heightened intensity
that was previously the domain of poetry--Jane Eyre revolutionised the art of fiction. Charlotte Brontë
has been called the 'first historian of the private consciousness' and the literary ancestor of writers
like Joyce and Proust. The novel contains elements of social criticism, with a strong sense of morality
at its core, but is nonetheless a novel many consider ahead of its time given the individualistic
character of Jane and the novel's exploration of classism, sexuality, religion, and proto-feminism.
The Irresistible Novel
Old Rose and Silver
How to Craft an Extraordinary Story That Engages Readers from Start to Finish
Dental Care
Garden of Her Heart
An Age Gap MM Romance
My life sucks.All the other human breeders have males who are head over heels for them, but do I get that?
Nope. Not even close. My alien is the future king of the Dravian race and believe me, he acts like a royal
jerk.Yeah, sure, he's hot as hell, but that is not the point.Anyway, I'm still trying to figure out how to get him
to do what I want when I stumble onto plans for an assassination. I decide to get involved because if anyone is
going to kill the sexy prince it's going to be me. Especially if he calls me his "namori" one more time. Whatever
that means.So now I'm trying to keep us alive, but he's making everything difficult with his kisses and his...
well let's just say I better keep my mind focused and my legs, er... mouth closed.House of Kaimar Series:Book
1: The Commander's Captive (Lia & Varek)Book 2: The Monarch's Mate (Morgan & Zaden)Book 3: The
Bodyguard's Breeder (Eleanor & Kade)Book 4: The Legislator's Lover (Natalie & Kolton)Book 5: The Healer
Hellion (Skylar & Braxton) *It's not necessary, but highly recommended that the series be read in order.
A work that spans more than four centuries of publishing, from 1593, when the first book was printed in the
country, to 2003, when the first nationwide survey on reading attitudes and preference was conducted.
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on
each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections introduced by the digitization process.
Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the reading
experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the book back into print as
part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.
They are the only ones standing between their kind and timeless evil. Will their love survive the fight?Camden
has spent his life not knowing who he is and being told he's too broken to ever accomplish anything. But the
truth is that he isn't human, and his untrained powers hold the clue to either saving or damning all elven kind.
Ripped from the only life he's ever known and terrified, there's no time for him to adjust when a gorgeous
prince rides to his rescue. Crown Prince Morough of the Netherdark will do whatever it takes to save the small
but fierce omega who is their only hope for saving their world. Falling in love and finding his mate isn't in the
plans, but he won't turn down his chance at happiness, even on the eve of the apocalypse. But when it turns
out that Camden's powers offer either salvation or downfall, the stakes are higher than ever. With ominous
premonitions of their love getting cut short, their fragile found family may very well be the first casualty of a
war beyond winning. King's Heart is the first book in the stunning new fantasy series, Adradis Rising. Fans of
Soulbond: The Omega's Assassin and the Fated Elves series will recognize this world you've been dying to see
more of. So grab your copy today and get lost in epic fantasy as only Devon Vesper can deliver! Tags: Swoony
alpha crown prince, feisty omega without a filter, found family, ancient evil, switched at birth, age gap, like
serious age gap, 9000+ years of age gap, heat, knotting, virgin omega, name changes, ancient ancestors bent
on destruction, Camden making a million+ year old king cry, Morough constantly exasperated by Camden,
sane talking horses, murderous talking horses, prissy talking horses, magic kisses, epic adventure, a hint of
mpreg, Omegaverse elves, magic, mayhem, and madmen. This book was previously published under a different
title and pen name in another genre. It has undergone extensive edits from its original version.
The Viper
Make-Believe Wife
The War of the Worlds
Miss White And The Seventh Heir
Waiting for Them
A Novel of Rumi
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After flunking out of vet school and losing his fiancée, Paul is at his lowest when he meets cynical pawnbroker El. Can El convince Paul that he's worthy of
love... and himself that attachment isn't so bad?
Anya—a stoic, blue-winged angelic warrior—was bitten by a demon prince in battle, and now she has precious little time to find a cure for his deadly venom.
But the only archangel with the power to stop the dark poison from corrupting her body and soul is missing. She’ll have to trust her guide, the outcast high
demon Dommiel, who is as handsome as he is dangerous if she has any hope. An outcast of his own kind, high demon Dommiel stays under cover while the
war between angels and demons rages on. When the only person who ever showed him kindness asks for his help, he has no choice but to try to save the
angel. Venturing back into the dens he has avoided for so long, Anya makes him want and feel things he never thought possible. But Dommiel knows there
is no way an angel can ever love a demon... Each book in the Dominion series is STANDALONE: * The Deepest Well (prequel) * Darkest Heart * Hardest
Fall * Coldest Fire
The subject of this play—as we are told at the outset—is love, pure and complicated. Set on the stage of The North Crawford Mask & Wig Club ("the finest
community theatre in central Connecticut!"), three early comic masterpieces by Kurt Vonnegut (Long Walk to Forever, Who am I This Time? and Go Back
to Your Precious Wife and Son) are sewn together into a seamless evening of hilarity and humanity. With a single set, wonderful roles for seven versatile
actors, and Vonnegut's singular wit and insight into human foibles, this is a smart, delightful comedy for the whole family.
“Sharply, beautifully written.” —The New York Times Book Review “Intriguing, frightening, witty, and humane.” —The Wall Street Journal Black Mirror
meets Severence in this thrilling speculative novel about a tech company that deletes unwanted memories, the consequences for those forced to deal with
what they tried to forget, and the doctor who seeks to protect her patients from further harm. What if you didn’t have to live with your worst memories?
Across the world, thousands of people are shocked by a notification that they once chose to have a memory removed. Now they are being given an
opportunity to get that memory back. Four individuals are filled with new doubts, grappling with the unexpected question of whether to remember unknown
events, or to leave them buried forever. Finn, an Irish architect living in the Arizona desert, begins to suspect his charming wife of having an affair. Mei, a
troubled grad school dropout in Kuala Lumpur, wonders why she remembers a city she has never visited. William, a former police inspector in England,
struggles with PTSD, the breakdown of his marriage, and his own secret family history. Oscar, a handsome young man with almost no memories at all,
travels the world in a constant state of fear. Into these characters’ lives comes Noor, a psychologist working at the Nepenthe memory removal clinic in
London. The process of reinstating patients’ memories begins to shake the moral foundations of her world. As she delves deeper into how the program
works, she will have to risk everything to uncover the cost of this miraculous technology. A provocative exploration of secrets, grief, and identity—of the
stories we tell ourselves—Tell Me an Ending is “an intellectually and emotionally satisfying thriller” (Booklist).
The Island of Missing Trees
Love Her Or Lose Her
Daddy's Precious
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
A Novel
Precious Gifts

Discover Your Voice and Enthrall Readers! The craft of writing is filled with various debates: Should I include a prologue? Should I
delete all adverbs from my manuscript? Just how much backstory--if any--can I include in my story? These questions--and their
often-contradictory answers--can cause confusion, frustration, and even paralysis in the writer. The Irresistible Novel frees you
from the limits of so-called "rules" and instead provides you with a singular goal: You must engage your readers from beginning to
end. Filled with down-to-earth discussions on the various debates of writing, as well as innovative research on neuroscience and
reader response, this book shows you how to: • Navigate the various debates on writing fiction--showing versus telling, purple
prose, outlining, writing description, and more--to decide what kind of novelist you want to be. • Hack your reader's brain to hook
her interest and trigger emotional engagement from the very first page. • Incorporate enduring elements of storytelling from
masters like Joseph Campbell, Aristotle, and Carl Jung. Readers want to be swept away by your stories. When you eschew the
rules and focus on your readers' desires, you're free to write truly irresistible fiction.
After his death, three sisters discover a new side to their father when his bequests give them the power to pursue their dreams,
while their brother is forced to face reality as an adult.
"With his rakish reputation and reluctance to wed, Lord Luke Clarendon is now in need of a make-believe wife. And he's charming
enough to convince the beautiful runaway actress Roxanne to play his leading lady. Roxanne's head cautions her against
becoming involved with Luke, but it's an offer she can't refust. As well as offering her financial security, Luke promises to help
Roxanne's quest to discover her true identity."--P. [4] of cover.
Describes how a group of Timbuktu librarians enacted a daring plan to smuggle the city's great collection of rare Islamic
manuscripts away from the threat of destruction at the hands of Al Qaeda militants to the safety of southern Mali.
Precious Memories
Lady Chatterley's Lover
An Alien Breeder Romance
Tagalog Bestsellers of the Twentieth Century
King's Heart
Sophie's World

Combining romance and humor with elements of the paranormal, this is a profound novel about one teenage girl’s decision to
redefine her life in the wake of supernatural events. Teddi Alder is just trying to figure out her life. When she joins SUMMERTEENS,
a library writing group, she’s only looking to keep herself busy, not go digging around in her subconscious. But as she writes,
disturbing memories of her lost childhood friend Corey bubble to the surface, and Teddi begins to question everything: her
friendship with her BFF Willa, how much her mom really knows, and even her own memories. Teddi fears she’s losing her grip on
reality—as evidenced by that mysterious ghost-girl who emerges from the park pool one night, the one who won’t leave Teddi
alone. To top it all off, she finds herself juggling two guys with potential, a quirky new boy named Joy and her handsome barista
crush Aidan, who has some issues of his own. As the summer unfolds, Teddi is determined to get to the bottom of everything—her
feelings, the mysterious ghost-girl, and the memories of Corey that refuse to be ignored.
Love Her Or Lose HerA NovelAvon Books
Laura Wilson is back in Blueberry Beach, dealing with a mysterious illness that has depleted her energy and left her listless and
unable to enjoy life. She's working part time in her grandfather's shop when a mysterious stranger rents the small apartment above
theirs. He's strong and athletic and handsome and full of life and energy. They couldn't be farther apart physically, but they bond
as they each take on more responsibility as her grandfather's health declines. Will they decide providing precious memories to the
hundreds of customers in the little old shop is enough to build a future on? Reviews for Precious Memories: ????? "Each book just
seems to get better as you get to know more about the characters. I loved Laura and Dwane's story and all those little girls. I
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anxiously await the next book." - MJ ????? "I am so enamored with Jessie's skillful storytelling. Her characters become new friends
that you care about. Life "happens" to everyone but the important part of life is how you handle the challenges. Jesse offers some
insight into how people with faith might react." - HiDesertGranny ????? "Have you ever finished reading a book and had that little
glow and aaaah feeling? Well that's how I felt long after finishing this book...Jessie in her signature way gently leads you along and
inserts gems of wisdom along the way as she tells a fantastic story. She tackles hard subjects with grace and tact, inserting
Christian values as a way of life and action rather than lecture or judging. She is one of my have to read authors. " - Wren
Woodland ????? "When I see a book written by Jessie Gussman I know it will be a winner. The characters seem to come to life on
the page and they become your friends. The story itself is always clean and well written. This book is no exception." - jill ?????
"Jessie Gussman has a wonderful way of capturing life in her writing. " - BJF Books in the Blueberry Beach series: Yesterday's
Treasures Tomorrow's Blessings Beautiful Forevers Precious Memories Misty Mornings Sweet Afternoons
Hailed as one of the greatest novels of all time and a classic of world literature, War and Peace is a tale of strivers in a world
fraught with conflict, social and political change, and spiritual confusion, Tolstoy's magnificent work continues to entertain,
enlighten, and inspire readers around the world. Both an intimate study of individual passions and an epic history of Russia and its
people, 'War and Peace' is nothing more or less than a complete portrait of human existence. Among its many unforgettable
characters is Prince Andrey Bolkonsky, a proud, dashing man who, despising the artifice of high society, joins the army to achieve
glory. Badly wounded at Austerlitz, he begins to discover the emptiness of everything to which he has devoted himself. His death
scene is considered one of the greatest passages in Russian literature. Terror swiftly engulfs the country as Napoleon's army
marches on Russia, and the lives of three young people are changed forever. The stories of quixotic Pierre, cynical Andrey and
impetuous Natasha interweave with a huge cast, from aristocrats and peasants, to soldiers and Napoleon himself. In War and
Peace (1868-9), Tolstoy entwines grand themes—conflict and love, birth and death, free will and fate.
Great And Precious Things
Free Christmas Fiction Sampler - eBook [ePub]
The Precious Dreadful
His Model Student
A Precious Jewel
Jane Eyre

Written by Deborah Ziegler, the mother of Brittany Maynard—a twenty-nine-year-old woman with a terminal brain tumor—this
touching and beautiful memoir captures and celebrates her daughter’s spirit and the mostly untold story of Brittany's last year of life as
she chose her right to die with dignity, a journey that inspired millions. "Brittany’s story…will have a ready audience, and Deborah’s
frank account of their struggles will be comforting to others facing this difficult decision" (Booklist). In this poignant, powerful book,
Deborah Ziegler makes good on the promise she made to her only child: that she would honor her daughter and carry forward her
legacy by sharing their story and offering hope, empowerment, and inspiration to the growing tens of millions of people who are
struggling with end-of-life issues.
Marcos Rivera is a fighter. A gang member. Someone who has seen the dark side of humankind and survived. He has lost family and
gained enemies. He has stolen cars and destroyed hearts, stripping one for money and the other for pleasure. His past is haunted and
his future is bleak.Until her.Katie Foster is a high school history teacher. Smart, strong, and sexy. She is a woman Marcos shouldn't
want. Shouldn't touch. Shouldn't love. He met her in Garnet, a backwards, hick town that's the last place in the world he wants to be,
but he finds himself going back, all for a taste of the forbidden.Katie represents all that is good in the world, and Marcos knows he's
nothing but trouble for her perfect life. He fights and he screws. He commits crimes and he breaks the rules. He will never change and
he will never escape his gang lifestyle.Or can he?What happens when two different people from two very different walks of life risk it
all by giving into the passion that threatens to consume both of them? Can a woman who only knows how to play it safe give her heart
to a man who lives hard and loves harder?Can she survive The Viper?
.0000000000Connie's unhappy marriage to Clifford Chatterley is one scarred by mutual frustration and alienation. Crippled from
wartime action, Clifford is confined to a wheelchair, while Connie's solitary, sterile existence is contained within the narrow
parameters of the Chatterley ancestral home, Wragby. She seizes her chance at happiness and freedom when she embarks on a
passionate affair with the estate's gamekeeper, Mellors, discovering a world of sexual opportunity and pleasure she'd thought lost to
her. The explosive passion of Connie and Mellors' relationship - and the searing candour with which it is described - marked a
watershed in twentieth century fiction, garnering Lady Chatterley's Lover a wide and enduring readership and lasting notoriety. The
text is taken from the privately published Author's Unabridged Popular Edition of 1930, the last to be supervised in the author's
lifetime. It also includes Lawrence's My Skirmish with Jolly Roger, his witty essay describing the pirating of this most notorious novel
which was specially written as an Introduction to this edition.With an Afterword by Anna South.
In this lyrical, exuberant tale, acclaimed Turkish author Elif Shafak, author of The Island of Missing Trees (a Reese's Book Club
Pick), incarnates Rumi's timeless message of love The Forty Rules of Love unfolds two tantalizing parallel narratives—one
contemporary and the other set in the thirteenth century, when Rumi encountered his spiritual mentor, the whirling dervish known as
Shams of Tabriz—that together explore the enduring power of Rumi's work. Ella Rubenstein is forty years old and unhappily married
when she takes a job as a reader for a literary agent. Her first assignment is to read and report on Sweet Blasphemy, a novel written by
a man named Aziz Zahara. Ella is mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for Rumi and the dervish's role in transforming the
successful but unhappy cleric into a committed mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love. She is also taken with Shams's lessons,
or rules, that offer insight into an ancient philosophy based on the unity of all people and religions, and the presence of love in each
and every one of us. As she reads on, she realizes that Rumi's story mirrors her own and that Zahara—like Shams—has come to set her
free.
The Pocket Book of Short Stories
The Forty Rules of Love
Free Food for Millionaires
Wild and Precious Life
Fluffy McWhiskers Cuteness Explosion
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The Book of the Most Precious Substance
Did you know that poor dental hygiene can increase your risk of heart attack and stroke? Or that the incidence of cavities
and tooth decay increases in the teenage years? Did you know that countries with a higher standard of living (like the United
States, Canada, and England) actually have higher rates of tooth loss and decay than countries with a lower standard of
living? Or that dental drills existed for thousands of years before people even had electricity? Dental hygiene is extremely
important to both your physical and emotional health. Your teeth are an integral part of many important activities, such as
eating, speaking, and smiling. From the Mayan practice of inlaying semi-precious stones into teeth to today's practices of
braces and high-tech dental care, this book covers a wide range of dental topics. It will tell you how dental care has developed
throughout the ages and will introduce you to some of today's most cutting-edge technologies. Most important, it will guide
you through everything you need to know about caring for your teeth and maintaining a beautiful smile today and into the
future.
10 Things To Accomplish: Make him notice you. ? Differentiate yourself from other girls. ? Get an invite to a date. ? Make
the said date memorable. ? Make him take you seriously. ? Ensure that he’s dating you exclusively. ? Snag an invite to meet
his parents. ? Get a kiss – a sincere one. ? Be the best girlfriend he’s ever had. ? And finally, break his heart. In this mission,
there is one and only one rule you must abide: Do not fall in love. If you break this rule, the mission will be considered a
failure. Your punishment will be severe.
There's only one rule: don't fall in love. Dylan He's the strangest man I've ever met; a true artist. When Nicholas hired me for
two weeks of shooting for his comeback collection, everyone warned me he was a hard man to work with. Nobody thought to
warn me about falling in love with him. The moment I lifted my T-shirt and the shutter snapped, the sparks exploded and I
couldn't rid myself of those feelings. No matter the gossip that follows him, he makes one thing clear: never mix work and
lust. Nicholas The boy's a natural; a proper sub. He's also the model that dragged me back into the business. When he moved
into my house in the mountains, it was supposed to be business as usual. Except, it's never business as usual. I've been burned
in the past and I swore never to let my guard down around another model, but that's easier said than done when Dylan is all
innocent attraction. I must resist him, or else I'll fall in love with him. Daddy's Precious is a full length MM romance with
high steam, a man and a boy hurting from old wounds, one adorable kitten, and a guaranteed happily ever after. It can be
read as a standalone.
One of Oprah Magazine's 22 Romance Novels That Are Set to Be the Best of 2020 + Marie Claire's Best New Books of 2020
New York Times bestselling author Tessa Bailey returns with a unique, sexy romantic comedy about a young married couple
whose rocky relationship needs a serious renovation... Rosie and Dominic Vega are the perfect couple: high school
sweethearts, best friends, madly in love. Well, they used to be anyway. Now Rosie's lucky to get a caveman grunt from the exsoldier every time she walks in the door. Dom is faithful and a great provider, but the man she fell in love with ten years ago
is nowhere to be found. When her girlfriends encourage Rosie to demand more out of life and pursue her dream of opening a
restaurant, she decides to demand more out of love, too. Three words: marriage boot camp. Never in a million years did Rosie
believe her stoic, too-manly-to-emote husband would actually agree to relationship rehab with a weed-smoking hippie. Dom
talking about feelings? Sitting on pillows? Communing with nature? Learning love languages? Nope. But to her surprise, he's
all in, and it forces her to admit her own role in their cracked foundation. As they complete one ridiculous--yet surprisingly
helpful--assignment after another, their remodeled relationship gets stronger than ever. Except just as they're getting back on
track, Rosie discovers Dom has a secret... and it could demolish everything.
The Blithedale Romance
Darkest Heart
War and Peace
The Bad-Ass Librarians of Timbuktu
Second Hand
The Monarch's Mate

How do you define yourself when others have already decided who you are? Six years ago, when Camden
Daniels came back from war without his younger brother, no one in the small town of Alba, Colorado,
would forgive him—especially his father. He left, swearing never to return. But a desperate message
from his father brings it all back. The betrayal. The pain. And the need to go home again. But home is
where the one person he still loves is waiting. Willow. The one woman he can never have. Because there
are secrets buried in Alba that are best left in the dark. If only he could tell his heart to stay
locked away when she whispers she’s always loved him, and always will... Great and Precious Things is a
heart-wrenching story about family, betrayal, and ultimately how far we're willing to go on behalf of
those who need us most.
A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK Shortlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction "A wise novel of love and grief,
roots and branches, displacement and home, faith and belief. Balm for our bruised times." -David
Mitchell, author of Utopia Avenue A rich, magical new novel on belonging and identity, love and trauma,
nature and renewal, from the Booker-shortlisted author of 10 Minutes 38 Seconds in This Strange World.
Two teenagers, a Greek Cypriot and a Turkish Cypriot, meet at a taverna on the island they both call
home. In the taverna, hidden beneath garlands of garlic, chili peppers and creeping honeysuckle, Kostas
and Defne grow in their forbidden love for each other. A fig tree stretches through a cavity in the
roof, and this tree bears witness to their hushed, happy meetings and eventually, to their silent,
surreptitious departures. The tree is there when war breaks out, when the capital is reduced to ashes
and rubble, and when the teenagers vanish. Decades later, Kostas returns. He is a botanist looking for
native species, but really, he's searching for lost love. Years later a Ficus carica grows in the back
garden of a house in London where Ada Kazantzakis lives. This tree is her only connection to an island
she has never visited--- her only connection to her family's troubled history and her complex identity
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as she seeks to untangle years of secrets to find her place in the world. A moving, beautifully
written, and delicately constructed story of love, division, transcendence, history, and ecoconsciousness, The Island of Missing Trees is Elif Shafak's best work yet.
In this One Book, One New York 2019 nominee from the author of National Book Award Finalist Pachinko,
the Korean-American daughter of first-generation immigrants strives to join Manhattan's inner circle.
Meet Casey Han: a strong-willed, Queens-bred daughter of Korean immigrants immersed in a glamorous
Manhattan lifestyle she can't afford. Casey is eager to make it on her own, away from the judgements of
her parents' tight-knit community, but she soon finds that her Princeton economics degree isn't enough
to rid her of ever-growing credit card debt and a toxic boyfriend. When a chance encounter with an old
friend lands her a new opportunity, she's determined to carve a space for herself in a glittering world
of privilege, power, and wealth-but at what cost? Set in a city where millionaires scramble for the
free lunches the poor are too proud to accept, this sharp-eyed epic of love, greed, and ambition is a
compelling portrait of intergenerational strife, immigrant struggle, and social and economic mobility.
Addictively readable, Min Jin Lee's bestselling debut Free Food for Millionaires exposes the intricate
layers of a community clinging to its old ways in a city packed with haves and have-nots.
When Sera's new art teacher mistakes her for a model and demands that she strip naked, sparks start to
fly. Will Mr Marek be able to keep his student at arm's length after seeing everything she has to
offer? And what happens when his malicious, scheming ex girlfriend appears on the scene?
Operation Break The Casanova's Heart
Who Am I This Time? (& Other Conundrums of Love)
A History of the Book in the Philippines
And Their Race to Save the World’s Most Precious Manuscripts
Reunited Book 1

Heartwarming Christmas Novels There is nothing better than cozying up to the fireplace with a good book in
hand, a warm drink in your mug, and the twinkling lights of the Christmas tree in the background. Find the
perfect Christmas book in this beautiful sampler of holiday novels from Abingdon Press. Enjoy FREE
chapters from six titles from popular and bestselling authors Barbara Cameron, Vannetta Chapman, Myra
Johnson, and Jennifer AlLee. Like what you read? The full copy of each of these books is just a click away.
This sampler features chapters from... Annie’s Christmas Wish The Christmas Quilt The Christmas Star Wild
Goose-Chase Christmas A Simple Amish Christmas One ImPerfect Christmas
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does
the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete
and entertaining history of philosophy.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ORANGE PRIZE FOR FICTION 2012 Greece in the age of heroes. Patroclus, an
awkward young prince, has been exiled to the court of King Peleus and his perfect son Achilles. Despite their
differences, Achilles befriends the shamed prince, and as they grow into young men skilled in the arts of war
and medicine, their bond blossoms into something deeper - despite the displeasure of Achilles’s mother
Thetis, a cruel sea goddess. But when word comes that Helen of Sparta has been kidnapped, Achilles must
go to war in distant Troy and fulfill his destiny. Torn between love and fear for his friend, Patroclus goes
with him, little knowing that the years that follow will test everything they hold dear.
Friendship is hard for Fluffy, a kitten so precious that anyone who looks at her explodes! Meet Fluffy—an
adorable kitten. So adorable, in fact, that anyone who sees her will spontaneously explode into balls of
sparkles and fireworks. KABOOM! Poof. Poor Fluffy doesn’t want anyone to get hurt, but everything she
tries, even a bad haircut, just makes her cuter! So Fluffy runs away someplace no one can find her. Find out
if there’s any hope for Fluffy in this funny and subversive story about self-acceptance and finding friendship
in unlikely places.
American, English and Continental Masterpieces
The Song of Achilles
Tell Me an Ending
Hardworking magazine editor Sage White's just getting used to being in charge, so she's
alarmed to find sparks flying with her new assistant – the distractingly handsome Trey!
Working together, they grow closer – but can their blossoming relationship survive when
Sage learns that Trey is really Quentin Rousseau, seventh heir to the publishing empire –
and her boss!
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Mary Balogh's The Secret Mistress. New York
Times bestselling author Mary Balogh weaves a sensuous spell of romance that brings
together the unlikeliest pair of lovers in the unlikeliest place of all– an infamous
London house of pleasure. She was unlike any woman he’d ever met in the ton or the
demimonde. But Sir Gerald Stapleton frequented Mrs. Blyth’s euphemistically dubbed
“finishing school” for pure, uncomplicated pleasure–and nothing else. So why was this
confirmed bachelor so thoroughly captivated by one woman in particular? Why did he find
himself wondering how such a rare jewel of grace, beauty, and refinement as Priss had
ended up a courtesan? And when she needed protection, why did Gerald, who’d sworn he’d
never get entangled in affairs of the heart, hasten to set her up as his own pampered
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mistress to ensure her safety–and have her all to himself? For Priscilla Wentworth, the
path leading to Sir Gerald’s bed had been as filled with misfortune as it suddenly seemed
charmed. But Priss couldn’t allow herself to believe she’d ever be more to a man like Sir
Gerald than a well-cared-for object of pleasure. Now, despite Gerald’s deep distrust of
marriage, neither scandal nor society’s censure can keep them apart–only the fear of
trusting their hearts.
Something so wrong never felt so right. When Harley returns home, her bandmates, Caleb
and Tyson, are there waiting for her. Shortly after her brother’s death, they made a
mistake. One that haunts them and keeps them up all night, tossing and turning–with
desire. Harley left Texas to figure out these new feelings she has for Ty and Cal. There
is nothing on earth more precious to her than their friendship. So why is she suddenly
imagining doing a Texas three-step with them? Unwilling to wait for them any longer,
Harley’s ready for an adventure. And it includes love, laughter, skinny-dipping,
bluegrass and the two men who make her heart dance.
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